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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY – BACKGROUND
The Financial Management and Accountability Program (“FinMAP”) is a Citywide initiative launched in
2007 to establish consistent financial management policies and procedures and to standardize the use
of the City’s financial systems.
•

FinMAP is based on a multi-year strategy to standardize the City’s accounting and procurement business
practices, bring them into compliance with GAAP, and implement them with a modern version of PeopleSoft. The
ultimate goal of FinMAP is to create a Citywide financial structure that is transparent, efficient, easy to understand
and provides responsible controls.

•

The Summit Re-Implementation (SRI) Project is the first stage of the FinMAP. The Scope of the SRI project
includes functional scope (the core PeopleSoft 9.2 software in five key business areas) and technical scope (the
supporting technology infrastructure and software to make the new software work).

•

–

Functional scope represents major domain areas of accounting and procurement, specifically Financial
Control (GLKK), Financial Asset Management (FAM), Accounts Receivable and Billing (ARBI), Project Cost
Accounting (PCA) and Procure to Pay (P2P). Multiple software modules within these business areas will
implement the full set of capabilities in SRI.

–

Technology scope represents re-implementation of interfaces and extracts, retrofit or adjustment to over
700 operational side systems, and integration of HRIS for payroll processing and STORM for cash
receipting. Alternate functionality will replace the enhancements and modifications that have been required
of the existing Summit.

The SRI Project Charter planned for a “go live” on January 2, 2018, delivering standardized financial business
processes in PeopleSoft version 9.2. The initial implementation will meet the majority of the FinMAP business and
technical objectives. Future releases of SRI will provide additional functionality will ultimately fulfill all of the
FinMap objectives.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY – RISK ASSESSMENT APPROACH
Assessment Objective: This section of our report summarizes the results of A&M’s independent risk
assessment and includes the following:
•

Understanding of the current situation and the objective of the engagement.

•

Summary risk assessment across three perspectives: strategic, stakeholder, and delivery.

•

Summary assessment for the seven Departments we met with: Parks and Recreation, Seattle Police
Department, Seattle Department of Transportation, Seattle City Light, Seattle Public Utilities, Seattle IT, and
Seattle City Center.

•

Recommendations to improve project performance and reduce risk.

•

Options available to meet the January 2, 2018 go-live date, business goals and the trade-offs between them.

The SRI project is to planned “go live” January 2, 2018, however, there is uncertainty as to:
•

The actions necessary to ensure the project “go live” date is attained;

•

The adequacy of the “go live” scope to meet business needs; and,

•

Options available to the City, and their respective trade-offs, to effectuate a successful “go live”.

The A&M engagement spanned a four weeks timeframe during which 46 City and consulting personnel were
interviewed, including representatives of seven City Departments, and numerous project artifacts were reviewed.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY – RISK ASSESSMENT APPROACH
A&M leveraged a framework to guide the risk assessment across three critical elements – Leadership /
Sponsorship, Project Management and Solution Delivery, and Change Management.

Top Down /
Strategic Perspective
(Leadership Team)

• Clarity of the overall strategic
direction and roadmap
• Sponsorship and leadership
alignment
• Strategic Governance and
dependency management

Inside Out /
Delivery Perspective

(Project Management & Delivery)

• Clarity of solution architectures
(business and technical)
• Resource management and
allocation
• Effective program execution
and governance

Outside In /
Stakeholder Perspective
(Change Management)

• Risk identification and
management
• Ability to manage resistance to
adoption
• Effective stakeholder
engagement
• Organization commitment and
buy-in
5

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY – ASSESSMENT FRAMEWORK
A&M’s assessment was performed using the framework depicted below and exceeded the requested
proposal objectives.
Perspective

Strategic
Perspective

Leadership and
Governance

Stakeholder
Perspective
Change
Management

Focus Area

Program Leadership

Organizational
Capabilities
Communication and
Change
Management

•
•
•
•

Sponsorship and leadership alignment
Clarity of the overall strategic direction and roadmap
Strategic governance process and interdependencies
Effective program governance

• Business, Program management, and technology competencies
• Continuity / turnover / support strategy
• Knowledge transfer
•
•
•
•

Information Distribution and Performance Reporting
Communication Adoption risk identification
Ability to manage resistance to adoption
Effective stakeholder engagement

Project
Management

• Project management controls (scope, time, cost, risk)

Architecture

• Business architecture and proposed accounting structure review
• Solution Architecture
• Integration architecture

Delivery
Perspective

Project
Management
and Solution

Areas of Focus

Program execution

•
•
•
•
•

Business process modeling / scope and requirements definition
Solution blueprint / Solution definition / Solution design (business / IT)
Development / Deliverable completion / acceptance
Test Management
Deployment Strategy

Technical Readiness

•
•
•
•
•

Quality and maturity of selected products
Data Readiness
Environment / Instance strategy
Cutover / Deployment Strategy
Production Support Strategy

City of Seattle Assessment
Objectives
• Project organization and
leadership
• Governance
• Engagement with Departments
• Project organization and
leadership
• Organizational change and
adoption
• Engagement with Departments
• Schedule
• Budget
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY – HISTORICAL HIGHLIGHTS
The SRI Project, which is one of many projects that comprise the broader FinMap Program, was
launched in 2014. Since then, the SRI Project Team has made many major accomplishments, some of
which occurred during the course of our assessment. These include:
•

Definition of standard Chart of Accounts and Project Cost Accounting structures;

•

Configuration of PeopleSoft to support financial accounting and budgeting requirements;

•

Completion of internal prototyping and unit testing with Departments;

•

Drafts of definitions for core business processes such as procurement and billing;

•

Reduced complexity of overhead allocations / indirect cost requirements;

•

Performance assessment of the systems integrator; and,

•

Change management approach and process re-planning.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY – TRANSITION STATE
The SRI project has made progress in many areas, especially relating to the Summit upgrade.
Concurrently, leadership have identified several issues, some of which are already being addressed by
the project team.
•

Designing a new ‘project organization model’ being developed by the recently appointed interim Project Director.

•

Developing a new ‘master plan’ which, though a positive step in the right direction, is not yet complete.

•

Assessing the capabilities of the current project team managers.

•

Reducing the complexity of overhead allocations / indirect costs requirements.

•

Working with the systems integrator to improve their performance and hold them accountable for the quality and
timeliness of their work.

•

Re-planning the role of ‘change management’ and reconsidering the role of Department Transition Analysts.

•

Departments are making progress, however, some of the larger and more complex Departments are struggling to
adapt to the change.

While progress is being made, the risk assessment was performed against the current state.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY – OVERALL PROJECT RISK (1/3)
A&M has low confidence that the current SRI project will achieve charter goals by January 2018.
Perspective

Focus
Area

Program Leadership
Strategic
Perspective
Leadership and
Governance

Risk
Rating

• Overall project risk rating, assessed against the objectives and timeline of the project charter.

• Lack of agreed vision on how transformation should occur.
• Lack of clarity and alignment on the business and project operating model, specifically, determining decision
authority between central staff and Departments.
• No single person (or group) has the authority to make City wide project wide decisions and enforce those
decision across the City.
• Project leadership are aligned on the vision and high-level objectives of the SRI project but are not aligned
on an overall approach and roadmap to achieve its’ vision.
• Operational leadership capabilities are lacking in key areas of the project.
• Leadership commitment and engagement varies dramatically across the Departments.
• Project leadership is not aligned on methodology, approach, or confidence in achieving January 2018.

Organizational Capabilities

Overall

Summary Assessment

• No single Project Director who is responsible and accountable for overall project delivery and performance.
• Capabilities of the team vary markedly within the project and the Departments. Some Departments have
taken an organized approach while others are struggling.
• Project resource attrition has resulted in loss of institutional knowledge.
• Concern has been expressed about the capabilities of the systems integrator.
• Overlapping and conflicting roles between business owners, process owners, systems integrator, change
management and IT.
• Lack of consistent expectations with respect to team member performance which impacts project
performance.
• Post ‘go-live’ support strategy has not been defined.

Risk in meeting project charter goals.
Low

Medium

High
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY – OVERALL PROJECT RISK (2/3)

Perspective

Focus
Area

Stakeholder
Perspective
Change
Management

Communication and
Change Management

• Current change management strategy lacks key critical elements including readiness assessment,
communication strategies, quality metrics, and critical success factors.
• Lack of buy-in from the Departments around the necessity and mandate of change.
• Communication falls short of stakeholder expectations, both for Departments and business owners.
• Use of Department Transition Analysts has been marginally effective with little to no change management
focus.

Project Management

A&M has low confidence that the current SRI project will achieve charter goals by January 2018.

• Project management approach does not meet the complexity of the project and fundamental elements are
missing:
– Formal methodology, approach and stage-gates;
– Definition of expected deliverables;
– Use of common analysis techniques; and,
– Use of consistent estimation methods.
• No integrated master plan and master budget.
• Delays in prior stages of the project have not resulted in adjustments to the timeline.
• Lack of project-wide risk register to actively manage and mitigate risks.
• Not all Departments (within the scope of this assessment) will likely be ready to test by April 2017.
• Limited project metrics to measure project performance including:
– Project progress;
– Issue resolution; and,
– Team member performance.

Delivery
Perspective
Project
Management
and Solution

Summary Assessment

Risk
Rating

Risk in meeting project charter goals.
Low

Medium

High
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY – OVERALL PROJECT RISK (3/3)
A&M has low confidence that the current SRI project will achieve charter goals by January 2018.
Focus
Area

Technical
Readiness

Delivery
Perspective
Project
Management
and Solution

Program Execution

Solution Architecture

Perspective

Summary Assessment

Risk
Rating

• No business architecture, models, or “blueprints” which depict the following:
– City wide financial management and budget model;
– Application integration architecture; and,
– Technical architecture.
• An overarching control structure has not been defined.
• Financial management policies and practices have not been finalized.

• ”Prototyping” has been performed without an overall ‘end to end blueprint’.
• Many core financial management processes, business requirements, and workflows are still undefined.
• Approaches for data migration and conversion, reporting, and integration testing have not been defined.
• Planned milestone and “go-live” dates have not changed even though important project work is not complete
and results in a compressed time frame to complete work such as an integration testing.

• Departments do not have access to a “sand box” or “model office” to facilitate their understanding of the new
system.
• Cutover strategy for Departmental operating systems is not defined.
• System integrator, to date, has not documented the PeopleSoft configurations.

Risk in meeting project charter goals.
Low

Medium

High
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY – DEPARTMENTAL RISK ASSESSMENT
City Departments are at varying levels of readiness to achieve January 2018 go-live.
Risk
Areas

Organizational
Readiness

•
•
•
•
•
•

Understanding of project objectives and Departmental impact
Business requirements defined
Communication strategy and plan developed
Go-live operational support staff
Stakeholder engagement and support
Defined critical success factors

Process
Readiness

•
•
•
•
•

Defined project cost structure
Comprehensive understanding of Summit 9.2
Sufficient information to develop operating procedures
Defined metrics for measuring process improvement
Established training plans

Technology
Readiness

Factors Considered

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Parks
&
Rec.

SPU

SDOT

IT

Seattle
Center

City
Light

SPD

Roadmap and milestones for operating system modifications
Data readiness plan
Data conversion and system integration plans
Started operating system modifications defined
Ability to meet deadlines for system integration testing
Integration production support strategy
Post go-live production strategy

Risk in meeting project charter goals.
Low

Medium

High
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY – RECOMMENDED INITIATIVES
A&M recommends five initiatives for immediate consideration.
Perspective

Focus
Area

Recommended Initiatives

• Align stakeholders to project objectives and a common definition of project success.
• Determine the extent / level of decision authority for key participants (e.g. Project Director).
• Add representation from key Departments to the governance process.
• Finalize accounting policies and guiding principles.
• Increase frequency of SRI Steering Committee meetings with active member participation.
• Devolve select authority to the Project Sponsor and Project Director to accelerate decision making.
2. Improve and restructure the project organization.

Organizational Capabilities

Strategic
Perspective
Leadership
and
Governance

Program Leadership

1. Enhance the governance structure to make it more effective.

• Establish a clear line of authority and responsibility to a full time Project Director.
• Align all project teams with direct accountability to the Project Director.
• Establish an SRI project track to monitor work being performed by the Departments.
• Establish a “Process, Function, & Configuration” Team consisting of Business Process Managers, Functional
Team, and Department Transition Analysts.
• Establish an “Integration & Deployment” Team with responsibility for overall integration testing (e.g.,
performance testing) and, deployment planning and management.
• Deploy Team Leads with the requisite skills, capabilities and experience to lead and manage each project
team (e.g., Technical, Functional).
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY – RECOMMENDED INITIATIVES
A&M recommends five initiatives for immediate consideration.

Stakeholder
Perspective
Change
Management

Focus
Area

Communication and
Change Management

Perspective

Recommended Initiatives
3. Institute a comprehensive change management program.
• Identify key adoption objectives and required new / changed behaviors that drive the financial and operational
outcomes of the SRI project.
• Develop leadership alignment plans and framework.
• Establish a change management strategy and plans that addresses the following:
– Define team structure, roles and engagement framework;
– Develop actions to ensure team members are productive and positive advocates;
– Complete communications plan and messaging campaign;
– Identify core financial and Department organizational changes;
– Complete the approach to measure user readiness; and,
– Institute metrics to measure project effectiveness in meeting SRI objectives.
• Provide a mechanism to determine post “go live” resource requirements.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY – RECOMMENDED INITIATIVES
A&M recommends five initiatives for immediate consideration.
Perspective

Focus
Area

Recommended Initiatives
4. Perform a comprehensive re-planning effort.

Program Execution, Technical Readiness

Delivery
Perspective
Project
Management
and Solution

Project Management, Solution Architecture

• Reconcile business requirements against Department operating needs:
–

Conduct a gap analysis of Department processes and systems against final accounting policies,
processes and required workflows; and,

–

Integrate critical Departmental dependencies into the master plan.

• Establish a standard project delivery methodology used consistently across the project.
• Complete an approach and plan for major activities (data, security, testing, cutover).
• Determine the critical path based on project dependencies.
• Establish metrics to measure progress and quality.
• Develop a prospective roadmap for future functionality that may not be delivered in the first release of SRI.
• Consider the potential impact of compressing too many activities into project milestones.
• Prepare an integrated City wide SRI project budget and report on actual spend compared to expected work
product and other budgetary measures.
5. Complete a “deep dive” of the work being performed by the systems integrator.
• Ensure SI is conforming to contractual requirements and City expectations.
• Review the quality of work product produced.
• Establish completion and quality metrics for the acceptance of future work product.
• Develop an “accountability matrix / model” to measure performance.
• Identify opportunities to improve system integrator performance.
• Enforce documentation requirements based on City expectations.
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ASSESSMENT SUMMARY – OPTIONS
The project has three options relating to scope and timeline.

1.

Stay-the-Course: Continue the project “as-is” and deploy the currently agreed upon accounting functionality and
planned level of integration with Departmental Operating Systems (“DOS”) by January 2, 2018.

2.

Reprioritize Functionality: Remove and/or defer select business process improvements and functionality
enhancements, focus on key requirements, and complete required DOS integrations by January 2, 2018.

3.

Defer the Implementation Date: Complete prioritized requirements and develop a plan to deploy a prioritized
scope by a revised date.

A&M analysis of these three options, associated risks, and the recommendation, is on the following page.

Note that the risk is a measure of successful outcome against the established objectives in the SRI project charter.
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ASSESSMENT SUMMARY – OPTIONS
A&M recommends the City select Option 3 based on the current risk level and the uncertainties that exist.
Risk is a measure of successful outcome against the established project objectives.

3

Reprioritize
Functionality

2

Defer Implementation

1

Stay-the-Course

Options

Considerations

Too many gaps at this point to ensure a successful implementation:
• Business requirements are not complete (e.g., project cost activity structure).
• Master re-planning work is not complete.
• Metrics are not available to assess the project performance.

Defer and/or simplify the planned business process improvements. The City would still need
to proceed with significant changes and yet have minor impact on the effort required:
• Standardization of the chart of accounts and fund module.
• Deployment of project cost center accounting.
• Integration between PeopleSoft 9.2 and HRIS, STORMS.
Defer implementation option provides the following benefits:
• Allows for the development of project deliverables that are not complete including:
– Departmental business requirements
– Reporting, data migration, conversion and acquisition strategy
– Integration testing strategy
• Prioritize requirements and functionality scope.
• Provides opportunity to consider alternative cut-over options.
• Reduces the potential use of manual work-arounds.

* Comparative risk assumes the City successfully implementation of all of our recommendations.

Risks
Very High Risk:
• Implementation rework
• Limited adoption
• Stakeholder discontent
• Process inconsistency
• Longer stabilization period
High Risk:
• Not satisfying FinMAP objectives
• Limited adoption
• DOS readiness for integration
• Implementation rework
Less Risk *:
• Potential increase in project budget
• Loss of momentum due to lengthened
timeline
• Delay in improved financial reporting
• Loss of temporary project staffing
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY – RECOMMENDED NEXT STEPS
Next step is to review the recommendations with key stakeholders, secure their input and commitment,
and develop a plan, including resource requirements, for execution.
1. Enhance the governance structure.
2. Improve and restructure the project organization.
3. Institute a change management program.
4. Perform a comprehensive re-planning effort.
•

Reconcile business requirements against Department operating needs.

•

Establish a standard project delivery methodology used consistently across the project.

•

Complete an approach and plan for major activities (data, security, testing, cutover).

•

Determine the critical path based on project dependencies.

•

Establish metrics to measure progress and quality.

•

Prioritize requirements and functionality scope.

•

Develop a prospective roadmap for future functionality that may not be delivered in the first release
of SRI.

•

Prepare an integrated City wide SRI project budget and report on actual spend compared to
expected work product and other budgetary measures.

5. Complete a “deep dive” of the work being performed by the systems integrator.
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INTRODUCTION: ASSESSMENT OBJECTIVES
As stated in the City Statement of Work (SOW), the objective of the SRI Project Assessment was to:
•
•
•

Assess the current state of the project across multiple dimensions;
Determine what the project can successfully deliver by January 1, 2018 and associated trade-offs; and’
Identify the changes that are necessary to increase the likelihood of success.

The assessment resulted in actionable recommendations for changes and improvements that are designed to help the
project succeed.
A&M lead the engagement and develop recommendations in several key areas including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Project organization and leadership
Scope
Governance
Schedule
Budget
FinMAP program structure and phasing
Engagement with Departments
Organizational adoption and change management

The primary outcome of this work is a documented set of recommendations that, when implemented, are intended to
increase the project’s likelihood of success, and define what success looks like.

The A&M engagement spanned a four weeks timeframe during which 46 City and consulting personnel were
interviewed, including representatives of seven City Departments, and numerous project artifacts were reviewed.
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APPROACH: RISK ASSESSMENT
A&M leveraged a framework to guide the risk assessment across three critical elements – Leadership /
Sponsorship, Project Management and Solution Delivery, and Change Management.

Top Down /
Strategic Perspective
(Leadership Team)

• Clarity of the overall strategic
direction and roadmap
• Sponsorship and leadership
alignment
• Strategic Governance and
dependency management

Inside Out /
Delivery Perspective

Outside In /
Stakeholder Perspective

(Project Management & Delivery)

(Change Management)

• Clarity of solution architectures
(business and technical)
• Resource management and
allocation
• Effective program execution
and governance

• Risk identification and
management
• Ability to manage resistance to
adoption
• Effective stakeholder
engagement
• Organization commitment and
buy-in
25

APPROACH: ASSESSMENT FRAMEWORK
The assessment was performed using the framework below and exceeded the requested objectives.
Perspective

Strategic
Perspective

Leadership and
Governance

Stakeholder
Perspective
Change
Management

Focus Area

Program Leadership

Organizational
Capabilities

•
•
•
•

Sponsorship and leadership alignment
Clarity of the overall strategic direction and roadmap
Strategic governance process and interdependencies
Effective program governance

• Business, Program management, and technology competencies
• Continuity / turnover / support strategy
• Knowledge transfer
Information Distribution and Performance Reporting
Communication Adoption risk identification
Ability to manage resistance to adoption
Effective stakeholder engagement

Communication and
Change
Management

•
•
•
•

Project Management

• Project management controls (scope, time, cost, risk)

Architecture

City of Seattle Assessment
Objectives
• Project organization and
leadership
• Governance
• Engagement with
Departments
• Project organization and
leadership
• Organizational change and
adoption
• Engagement with
Departments
• Schedule
• Budget

• Business architecture and proposed accounting structure review
• Solution Architecture
• Integration architecture

Program execution

• Business process modeling / scope and requirements definition
• Solution blueprint / Solution definition / Solution design (business /
IT)
• Development / Deliverable completion / acceptance
• Test Management
• Deployment Strategy

Technical Readiness

•
•
•
•
•

Delivery
Perspective

Project
Management and
Solution

Areas of Focus

Quality and maturity of selected products
Data Readiness
Environment / Instance strategy
Cutover / Deployment Strategy
Production Support Strategy
26
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SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDED INITIATIVES
There are five “core” recommended initiatives for improving SRI project performance
and increasing the likelihood of success. Details for each recommendation are provided
in this section.

1. Enhance the governance structure.
2. Improve and restructure the project organization.
3. Institute a change management program.
4. Perform a comprehensive re-planning effort.
5. Complete a “deep dive” of the work being performed by the systems integrator.
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RECOMMENDED INITIATIVE 1 – GOVERNANCE STRUCTURE
Enhance the governance structure to make it more effective.

•
•
•
•

Align stakeholders to project objectives and a common definition of project success.
Determine the extent and level of decision making authority for key participants (e.g. Project Director).
Add representation from key Departments to the governance process.
Finalize accounting policies and guiding principles (Business Transformation and Process Improvement
Working Committee).

• Increase frequency of SRI Steering Committee meetings and hold each member accountable for
participation.

• Secure input from, and commitment to, the SRI Steering Committee and Executive Advisory Group to the
governance process and guidelines.

• Devolve select authority to the Project Sponsor and Project Director to accelerate decision making.
Expected impact and benefits:

• Improved participation and commitment to the SRI Project by the Departments.
• Faster decision making through increased cadence of Steering Committee Meetings and / or devolved
authority.

• Attain a balance between Departments requirements and the desire for City wide commonality.
• Improved focus on project objectives and goals.

The following page summarizes the best practices related to project governance and related areas.
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RECOMMENDED INITIATIVE 1 – GOVERNANCE STRUCTURE
The table below depicts best practices for project organization design - best practices for project
governance highlighted. Organization design and best practices go “hand-in-hand” for effective
project management.
Project
dimension

Best practices

Governance

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Participation of all stakeholders – a seat at the table.
Agreed path to decisions and decision making criteria.
Timely process to agree decisions.
Single authority accountable for overall project performance.
Clarity of organizational objectives.
Project performance monitored to expectations.
Process for reviewing and agreeing the needs of unique situations.
Process for risk elevation and management.
Organizational alignment with project objectives.

Organization

•
•
•
•

Clear accountability at each level of hierarchy.
Span of control commensurate with complexity / volume of required work.
Logical grouping of work aligned with project approach.
Processes for entry and exit of non-project team member engagement.

Roles and
responsibilities

• Defined responsibilities and accountabilities (“RACI”).
• Metrics to measure individual contribution and performance.
• Work and responsibilities consistent with project approach.

Capabilities

•
•
•
•

Appropriate skills deployed given the work to be performed.
Effective communication capabilities inter- intra- work team(s).
Self-management and effective organization of work with limited supervision.
Appropriate knowledge and experience – functional or technological.
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RECOMMENDED INITIATIVE 2 – PROJECT ORGANIZATION
Improve and restructure the project organization.

•
•
•
•

Establish a clear line of authority and responsibility to a full time Project Director.
Align all project teams with direct accountability to the Project Director.
Establish an SRI project track to monitor work being performed by the Departments.
Establish a “Business Transformation / Process Improvement Committee” consisting of Department
Sponsors, CFO Advisory members and Business Owners to serve as SME’s for policies, practices and
guidelines.

• Establish an “Executive Advisory Group” consisting of Department leaders to provide guidance to the
SRI Steering Committee.

• Establish a “Process, Function, & Configuration” Team consisting of Business Process Managers,
Functional Team, and Department Transition Analysts.

• Establish an “Integration & Deployment” Team with responsibility for overall integration testing (e.g.,
performance testing) and, deployment planning and management.

• Deploy Team Leads with the requisite skills, capabilities and experience to lead and manage each
project team (e.g., Technical, Functional).
Expected impact and benefits:

•
•
•
•
•

Faster decision making to improve the rate of project progress.
Consistency and clarity of business requirements, business processes and configuration requirements.
Improved accountability at project leadership levels and within project teams.
Clarity on roles and responsibilities for project activities and tasks.
Quality and completeness of work product improved to ensure readiness for “go-live”.

The chart on the following page depicts the proposed project organization.
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RECOMMENDED INITIATIVE 2 – PROJECT ORGANIZATION
The recommended organization structure is designed to meet the complexity of the project.

Business Transformation / Process Improvement
Working Committee
Department
Sponsors and
CFO Advisory

SRI Steering Committee
Deputy Mayor (Chair)
Finance Director, Chief Technology Officer,
Budget Director

Business
Owners

External
Quality
Assurance

SRI Project
Sponsor

Ownership/SME on Policies, Practices, & Guidelines

§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Develops technology architecture
Develops integration architecture
Integrates core systems with PFST
Establishes security policies
Performs data integration
Develops reports
Develops enhancements
Conducts unit & systems testing

Department
Operating System
Teams
(Dept.PM, Dept.
Business Process,
Tech.)
§ Provides guidance to City
Departments
§ Monitors Departments progress
against plan
§ Identifies issues that may
impact progress
§ Works with Department Leads
and Project Director to resolve
issues

Business
Process
Managers
Functional
Team

P2P, A/P,
A/R, G/L,
Assets, Cost
Accounting.

Technical Team

Process,
Function, &
Configuration
Lead

Department
Operating
System Lead

Develops business architecture
Re-designs business process
Configures PeopleSoft 9.2
Documents configurations
Provides traceability to business
requirements
§ Develops test scenarios
§ Performs end-to-end and
acceptance testing
§ Provides process integration
requirements to the Departments
§
§
§
§
§

§
§
§
§

Tracks schedule, budget, and scope
Manages risks and issues
Ensures plan and work product quality
Reviews work products for quality and
completeness

Change
Management
Lead

Integration &
Deployment
Lead

Change
Management
Team

Integration &
Deployment
Team

§ Establishes change
management strategy
§ Develops communication plan
§ Develops training program &
materials
§ Prepares teams for adoption
§ Facilitates development of post
“go-live” support model

Project Leadership

PM Administration &
Control Team

Project Director

Technical
Development
Lead

Executive Advisory Group

§ Develops deployment
strategy
§ Coordinates “go-live”
deployment
§ Coordinates data conversion
§ Conducts systems
integration testing
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RECOMMENDED INITIATIVE 2 – PROJECT ORGANIZATION
The table below depicts the typical responsibilities for the major project roles. A decision making framework
according to roles (RACI) is presented in Section VI – Best Practices.
Role

SRI Steering
Committee

Key Project Responsibilities
•
•
•
•

Provides cross-functional project leadership and advocacy.
Makes decisions on major scope changes and provides issue resolution as required
Reports project progress and outcomes to the Mayor and City Council.
Provides final sign-off on major deliverables and acceptance that the solution meets defined business requirements.

Executive Advisory
Group

• Provides guidance on the vision of the “One City, One System” to the SRI steering committee.
• Vehicle for communications and sharing.
• Consists of Departmental leadership.

SRI Project Sponsor

• Provides executive oversight, guidance and direction.
• Supports the Project Director to address major issues, conflicts, risks, and roadblocks.
• Collaborates with the working committee on major business process changes and impacts to the project or the
Departments.

Business
Transformation /
Process Improvement
Working Committee

Project Director

Project Team Leads

• Provides subject matter expertise on policies, practices, and financial management guidelines.
• Supports the ownership of the business process transformation outcomes.
• Provides guidance to the SRI project sponsor and Project Director.
•
•
•
•
•

Manages the daily aspects of the project and tracks progress to the project plan and budget.
Allocates and organizes resources to ensure the successful completion of the project.
Confirms resource commitments and coordinates logistics, priorities and schedules across the teams.
Manages the change control process and the risk and issue escalation process.
Reports on project progress, forecasts, issues and risks to the Project Sponsor and Steering Committee.

• Serves as the team leader and manages resources to accomplish work-stream activities in a timely manner.
• Reviews key deliverables and provides guidance on their completeness and adherence to project standards.
• Works with other Project Team Leads and the Project Director in a collaborative manner to ensure alignment with
project objectives.
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RECOMMENDED INITIATIVE 3 – CHANGE MANAGEMENT
Institute a change management program.

• Identify key adoption objectives and new / changed behaviors that drive the financial and operational
outcomes of the SRI project.

• Develop leadership alignment plans and framework.
• Establish a change management strategy and plans that addresses the following:
– Define team structure, roles and change management framework;
– Develop actions to ensure team members are productive and positive advocates;
– Complete communications plan and messaging campaign;
– Identify core financial and Department organizational changes;
– Develop an approach to measure user readiness; and,
– Institute metrics to measure project effectiveness in meeting SRI objectives.

• Provide a mechanism to determine post “go live” resource requirements.
• Maintain a balance between the need for change management and the current project status.
Expected impact and benefits:

•
•
•
•

Alignment of SRI requirements with stakeholders needs.
Manage the transition to new roles, responsibilities, work processes and systems.
Reduce resistance to change through effective communication.
Provide training that aligns with defined business uses, financial policies and improved business
processes.

• Build accountability and ownership of process improvements and systems enhancements.
• Create accountability for results with adoption metrics and ongoing measurement.
The following page summarizes the best practices related to transformational change management.
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RECOMMENDED INITIATIVE 3 – CHANGE MANAGEMENT
The table below depicts the best change management practices required to support a transformational
program.
• Focus on what matters most – Do not waste time and attention on
ideas or initiatives that can’t significantly move the meter toward the
overall goal.
• Agree the type of change – Is the project causing a committed
change or a compliance change? The approach to change
management, and engagement of affected people, should be based
on the type of change the organization is making.
• Communicate, communicate, communicate – And just when you
think you have communicated enough, communicate more.
Communication and transparency are what people at all levels will
need to follow the change through. Have a communication plan and
regular messages.
• Challenge everything not Impacting the “core mission” – It is
very difficult for an organization to see past what they are
accustomed to doing and which has served a past purpose.
Challenge every significant cost that is not core to the mission.
• Lead by example – Look for opportunities that are high profile and
symbolic to dramatically make change or cut costs affecting the
executive level. Make changes that are visible to the entire
organization.
• Hold the team accountable – Every initiative needs a member of
the executive committee on the hook to deliver. Be involved and
constantly remind the team of the results they are charged with
delivering.

• Employ adoption metrics – The project must identify the
changes required and metrics to measure their adoption. Failure
to have defined success criteria will allow the adoption of change
to wallow.
• Engage the “Departments” – You must get down in the
trenches with the effort and understand the reasons the
Department personnel think the change cannot work. When the
resistance to change is turned up, you must be able to diffuse
the resistance by addressing the issues with ground level facts
and plans to break through the barriers.
• Engage senior leadership – The top executive will need to lead
and engage in the change effort. Most significant performance
improvement opportunities will impact functional and segment
leadership and line personnel. Top executive leadership is
critical to implementing change that crosses organizational
boundaries.
• Be decisive – Executive teams often want more questions
answered and request more analysis before making a decision.
When the answer becomes clear, pull the trigger. Don’t continue
to analyze in hopes of getting more support lined up; this
reduces the speed to benefit and compromises the business
case.
• Anchor the change effort in the project strategy – People will
constantly forget why you are doing this unless you have the
effort deeply rooted in the strategy of the organization.
Communicate the connection between the strategy and the
performance improvement effort more often that you believe is
necessary.
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RECOMMENDED INITIATIVE 4 – RE-PLANNING
Perform a comprehensive re-planning effort.

• Reconcile business requirements against Department operating needs:
– Conduct a gap analysis of Department processes and systems against final accounting policies, processes and
required workflows; and,
– Integrate critical Departmental dependencies into the master plan.

• Establish a standard project delivery methodology used consistently across the project.
• Complete an approach and plan for major activities (data, security, testing, cutover) with an integrated view of core
and Department processes and systems.

•
•
•
•
•

Determine the critical path based on project dependencies.
Establish metrics to measure progress and quality.
Prioritize requirements and functionality scope.
Develop a prospective roadmap for future functionality that may not be delivered in the first release of SRI.
Prepare an integrated City wide SRI project budget and report on actual versus plan spend based on delivery and
approval of work product. (Note: This would consists of SRI project team costs managed by the project and
Departmental budgets overseen by the Budget Department).

Expected impact and benefits:

• Experience based estimate for the level of effort required in key areas:
– Completion of business requirements;
– Testing and integration of Departmental operating systems;
– Data acquisition, cleaning and conversion; and,
– Systems integration testing of PeopleSoft, STORMS, HRIS and Departmental systems.
• Identification of likely risks and actions to mitigate them.
• Clarity of roles and responsibilities within the project teams.
• Identification of missing skills and capabilities, and plans to fill the gap.
• Realistic schedule with key milestones and critical path identified.
Note: The following page presents an example of best practices for systems implementation.
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RECOMMENDED INITIATIVE 4 – RE-PLANNING
The diagram below depicts a best practice approach for systems implementation – the “stage gate
methodology”. The progression form “stage to stage” is dependent on satisfaction of performance
criteria while the overall project is measured with applicable metrics.
Stage Gate Methodology
Project Management
Change Management

Typical metrics

Typical work product

Initiate
Project Charter
Budget
Project Plan
Change
management plan
§ Project governance
§ Skill and resource
requirements
§ Project
organization
§
§
§
§

§ Entry and exit
criteria
§ Budget to
forecast
§ Performance
metrics

Requirements &
Design
§ Business
Requirements
Documents
§ Business Process
Documents
§ Process Risk &
Control Mitigation
§ Design
Documents
§ Test Strategy

§ Solution to
requirements
ratio
§ Consistency /
completeness of
requirements

Build &
Configure
§ Technical
Environment
§ System
Configuration
§ Technical
Specification
§ Technical Solution
§ Training Plan
§ Training Materials
§ Support Plan

§ Number of
modifications
§ Completeness of
data structures
and attributes

Test
Test Scenarios
Test Scripts
Test Events
System
Integration
Testing
§ Performance
Testing
§ Failure testing
§
§
§
§

§ Test case by
business
functions
§ Base case to
variation rations
§ Defect rates
§ Closure rate

Deploy
§ Training plan
§ Cutover Plan
§ Transition support
plan
§ Supporting
documentation

§ Defect rate
§ Correction
velocity
§ Business
satisfaction

Close
§ Monitor reports
§ Lessons Learned
§ Standard
Operation
Procedures
§ Continuous
Improvement

§ Overall
performance
metrics
§ Plans to actuals
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RECOMMENDED INITIATIVE 5 – SYSTEM INTEGRATOR DEEP DIVE
Complete a “deep dive” of the work being performed by the systems integrator.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Ensure SI is conforming to contractual requirements and City expectations.
Review the quality of work product produced.
Establish completion and quality metrics for the acceptance of future work product.
Develop an “accountability matrix / model” to measure performance.
Enforce documentation requirements based on City expectations.
Agree a “go-forward” plan for systems integrator work and the expected skills and competences.

Expected impact and benefits:

•
•
•
•

Improved clarity of expectations between the City and the systems integrator.
Identification and agreement to the quality of work activities and work products produced.
Production of documentation that is consistent with the long term needs of the City.
Predictable systems integrator staffing with the appropriate skills and competences.
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OBSERVATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This section includes:

1. Chronological timeline depicting project history from pre-SRI to the current year.
2. Observations and recommendations for each of the seven focus areas:
i.

Program leadership

ii.

Organizational capabilities

iii.

Communication and change management

iv.

Project management

v.

Architecture

vi.

Program execution

vii.

Technical Readiness

These observations were used in formulating the five core recommended initiatives. In
some cases, observations may appear in more than one focus area due to the inherent
overlap of the focus areas.
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SUMMARY: HISTORICAL TIMELINE HIGHLIGHTS
The timeline depicts major activities from the initial Summit implementation to date. Timeline
observations are noted below.

Pre-SRI
(1999 – 2013)
•
•
•
•

Implemented Summit (1999)
Upgraded to V8.8 (2006)
Launched FinMAP (2007)
Ended Oracle support (2011)

Pre-Phase 1
(May 2013 – Jun. 2014)
• Initiated SRI; hired Project Director
(May 2013)
• Established business objectives
• Completed Department Needs
Assessment (DNA) and Current
State Process Mapping (Brown
Paper)
• Issued RFP for technical
implementation consultant
• Selected systems integrator (Jun
2014)

Phase 1
(Jun. 2014 – Aug. 2015)
• Determined scope, schedule, and
cost
• Decided to re-Implement with
significant process changes
• Developed high level approach for
SRI project

Timeline observations:
• Lack of specific stage-gate criteria has resulted in a need to realign business
requirements.
• Department Operating System Analysis and Prototyping continues with
accounting guidelines and business process manuals incomplete.
• Unclear to stakeholders how project decisions are made.
• Change management efforts have lagged behind project activities.

Phase 2
(Sep. 2015 - Current
• Published SRI objectives and
charter (Dec 2015)
• Established SRI Governance (Jan
2016)
• Completed requirements fit/gap
analysis (Jun 2016)
• Prepared key concepts documents
• Launched prototyping - Internal
(Q2 2016)
• Created Office of Change
Management (Spring 2016)
• Conducted Department
prototyping sessions (Fall 2016 to
Current)
• Appointed FSA Director as Deputy
Mayor – Operations (Sep 2016)
• Launched deep dive sessions (ongoing)
• Launched Department Operating
System analysis (Sep 2016 ongoing)
• Appointed interim Project Director
(Oct2016)
• Reassigned OCM lead to ITD
• Completed various technical
aspect of the project such as
establishing the development and
testing environments.
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STRATEGIC: PROGRAM LEADERSHIP
Observations
• Departments are not fully aligned to the project goals of:
–

Common chart of accounts;

–

Centralized financial reporting; and,

–

Project activity cost accounting practices.

• Department stakeholders are not involved in decision making.
• Departments feel there are no incentives or accountabilities for
adoption of business process improvements.
• Departments are not aligned on an overall approach to achieve
the FinMAP vision.
• Business case is not documented.

Recommendations
• Rearticulate the business value of FinMAP in a manner that clearly
describes the impact and benefits to stakeholders.
• Adopt decision making principles and processes lead to a “final
decisions”.
• Create a Business Transformation / Process Improvement Working
Committee (CFO’s and Department Directors) for information sharing
and decision making on Policies, Practices, & Guidelines.
• Add quality control metrics to periodic project reporting.
• Align City and Department leadership on the FinMap journey.:
• Adopt an governance structure that includes:
– Top management guidance

• Approved project changes do not consider the impact across all
areas of the project.

–

Project success criteria

• Sufficient oversite of the systems integrator work was not
provided; thus, configuration documentation needs to be
completed.

–

Alignment with other priorities

–

Organization wide participation

–

Alignment on guiding principles

–

Define success of the project
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STRATEGIC: ORGANIZATION CAPABILITIES
Observations
• Planning for post “go-live” support requirements (e.g., skills, staffing)
may occur too late in the planning process for:
–

City wide accounting;

–

Departments,

–

Purchasing; and,

–

Information technology.

• Departments are required to adopt new business processes which
conflict with current ways of operating.
• Department staff working on business process and applications
systems are not formally members of the SRI project team.
• Final business decisions are not complete (e.g., accounting
guidelines and financial policies).
• Process to review or sign-off on “to-be” Departmental operating
procedures does not exist.
• New SRI team members require several months to become
effective.
• Systems integrator staff capabilities are inconsistent.
• Independent quality assurance reviews were never scoped to
include:
–

Review of work product development; and,

–

Quality of the work product.

Recommendations
• Consolidate the project team to a single organization with one
Project Director.
• Maintain a core group of City “experts” to support key business
processes post “go-live”.
• Engage Departments and determine how they will adopt to new
business processes and systems.
• Develop enablers to facilitate the adoption of new business
processes:
–

Detail work procedures;

–

Frequently asked questions (“FAQ’s”);

–

Job aids / reference guides; and,

–

Training materials.

• Ensure the and plan of action for post “go-live” support during the
stabilization phase especially for Departments occurs in timely
manner.
• Determine the extent to which the systems integrator has complied
with requirements set forth in their statement of work.
• Set performance standards for the systems integrator team.
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STAKEHOLDER: CHANGE MANAGEMENT
Observations
• A comprehensive change management program does not exist;
many basic components are missing:
– Overall change management strategy;

Recommendations
• Establish a comprehensive change management strategy and
program.
• Develop a plan to achieve leadership alignment on:

– Project and Departmental communication plans;.

– Future vision of SRI project;

– Organizational change management process; and,

– Burning platform for change; and,

– Impact assessment and organization readiness.

– Approach, roadmap and governance of the SRI project

• DTA’s act as “coordinators” and do not effectively serve as the “voice
of the Departments”.

• Improve the change management capabilities within the
Departments.

• Difficulty in securing required team members especially with the
appropriate PeopleSoft skills.

• Develop assessment and action plans for SRI team to ensure
team members are productive and positive members.

• Departments have different approaches for change management,
project implementation, and project staffing.

• Create an effective Departmental communications and messaging
campaign.

• Department leaders and financial managers are not in sync with
respect to:

• Develop approach to measure user readiness.

– Project goals and enhance business processes;
– Performance based budgeting;
– Required system functionality; and,
– Value of project centric reporting structures.

• Develop adoption metrics and critical success factors.
• Repurpose DTA’s and deploy them to the Functional Team with
responsibility for performing analyst work.
• Determine post “go live” staffing needs for IT, accounting,
procurement, treasury, and Departments.

• Communication to the project team on financial management
business process requirements, guidelines and policies has been
limited.
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DELIVERY: PROJECT MANAGEMENT
Observations

Recommendations

• Project has operated without a single leader responsible for all project related
activities.

• Assign one individual with direct responsibility for all
project related work.

• Recent departure of the former Project Director may result in a loss of
undocumented institutional knowledge of the project.

• Develop and design metrics to measure the rate of
project progress. These might include:

• Metrics to assess project progress are not in place; current measure is percent
complete.
• Ability to monitor core financial business owner, Department, technical and
functional work streams through a consolidated dashboard does not exist.
• Lack of clarity with respect to the roles and responsibilities of project team
members, (e.g., DTA’s, Functional Team and Business Owners) which impacts
the design of Department business processes.
• Standard project management methodology is not being used.

–
–
–

• Rationalize the role of project team members and
document their roles and responsibilities with job
descriptions and RACI’s 1.
• Adopt a systems development methodology which
includes:

• Participation and role of Department stakeholders is inconsistent across the
project.

–
–

• System integrator has not been held accountable for the timely delivery of work
product. .

–

• Key business decisions are not communicated effectively and hinders
Departments ability to proceed (note: some of these are beginning as of the date
of this assessment). These include:
–
–
–
–
–
–

Financial reporting requirements,
Workflow for requisitions and purchase orders;
Indirect cost allocations and inter-department billings;
Requirements by project cost centers and activities;
Integration with work order management, asset management and cash
collection systems; and,
Internal Departmental budgeting applications.

• Business continuity requirements have not been considered / documented for
the Departmental side operating systems.

1. RACI – Responsible, Accountable, Consulted, Informed.

Resource burn rate;
Issues resolution rate; and,
Milestone completion rate.

Entry and exit criteria across phases,
Review and approval matrices for each phases;
and,
Definition of key work products (e.g. testing
plan).

• Assess the system integrators work to date, identify
required changes, and hold them accountable to the
terms of the statement of work.
• Develop a milestone based project plan.
• Prepare an integrated City wide SRI project budget and
report on actual versus plan spend based on delivery
and approval of work product. (Note: This would
consists of SRI project team costs managed by the
project and Departmental budgets overseen by the
Budget Department).
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DELIVERY: SOLUTION ARCHITECTURE
Observations
• A “blueprint” or model that defines the future state business
operations does not exist. and inhibits the adoption of best
practices.

Recommendations
• Develop the required architectures, or “blueprints”, that define:

• The application and infrastructure architectures that define the
future application and technology environment do not exist.
• Integration architecture that defines the method for Departmental
operating systems to interact with PeopleSoft have not been
validated.
• Overarching “control structure” for ensuring the City wide systems
are “in-balance” and transactions properly processed has not been
defined.
• The future application environment, consisting of core applications
(e.g., PeopleSoft) and many Departmental systems, may be difficult
to support and maintain.
• Elements of the “business architecture” are not complete:
– Proposed fund model and project cost structure have varying
benefits to Department users.
– Departments are using different accounting practices for the
capitalization of construction projects and asset classification.
Formal guidelines regarding these practices have not been
defined.

–

Business operating model;

–

Application architecture;

–

Infrastructure architecture; and,

–

Integration architecture.

• Design the “control structures” to ensure proper processing of
business transactions and overall business integrity.
• Develop a clear delineation of the functionality delivered between
future phases.
• Deploy standardized financial polices and procedures related to the
use of system functionality, process improvements, centralized
financial reporting requirements.
• Complete an end-to-end process model that depicts process and
data flow across the “pillars”.
• With respect to the “business architecture”
–
–

Define a common practice for the capitalization of construction
assets and asset classification.
Validate that the new fund model structure and project cost
centers meet both the internal financial reporting and
Departmental operating needs.
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DELIVERY: PROGRAM EXECUTION
Observations
• Standard methodology which integrates activities and tasks across
the entire project life cycle is not being used.
• An integrated project plan that includes all project activities does not
exist.

Recommendations
• Implement a stage gate approach for the SRI project with
comprehensive entry and exit criteria through each stage. Some of
this work is underway and includes:
–

Consistent approach for performing project activities and
tasks;

–

Standard documentation; and,

–

Organized work products to facilitate their usage.

• Metrics are limited and do not effectively measure project progress.
• Many business requirements are not yet complete such as work
flows, key accounting procedures and others.
• Acceptance process for the “sign-off” of key stakeholders, both in
Departments and business process centers, has not been defined.

• Complete development of an integrated project plan that includes:
–

Required works streams for all project activities / tasks,

• The project took a “pillar approach” to defining business
requirements rather than an integrated “end-to-end” process
approach.

–

Cross work stream dependences;

–

Metrics to measure progress;

• Department process controls, and internal PeopleSoft security
controls (e.g., role based access) will need to be defined.

–

Project milestones; and,

–

Critical activity path.

• Each Department will be developing individual business processes
for the use of PeopleSoft functionality.

• Complete “cross pillar” business processes to understand the
changes required by Departments.
• Develop a standardized approach for Departments to design
business process for use of PeopleSoft functionality.
• Develop use cases which provide for both positive and negative
testing of the permitted data values within PeopleSoft other
systems.
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DELIVERY: TECHNICAL READINESS
Observations

Recommendations

• Strategy and approach for data rationalization, acquisition,
conversion and migration is expected to begin within the next several
weeks.

• Assess the projects technical readiness including
interfaces/integrations, data conversion, reporting and PeopleSoft
configurations,.

• Departments believe the “model office” could be improved to help
them attain a level of understanding of PeopleSoft functionality and
workflows.

• Complete an approach and plan for key activities such as data
migration, testing , reporting and overall integration testing.

• Cutover approach appears to be incomplete:

• Review the efficacy of the “model office” provided to Summit 9.2
users.

–

Allows for the partial integration with Departmental operational
systems; and,

• Revisit the strategy for the cut-over of Departmental operating
systems and assess the risks / impact of the current approach.

–

Limited understanding of the operational impact.

• Develop PeopleSoft configuration documentation for review and
confirmation.

• Several members of the technical and functional teams report that
the project is on track for technical readiness and delivery; however:
–

PeopleSoft configurations have not been reviewed for
completeness; and,

–

Some configuration parameters may need to be updated as
business processes are defined.

• Business owners cannot design the end-to-end business processes
as there is no consolidated, single business process model.
• Departments cannot develop business processes and system
requirements as the final business process, financial policies and
accounting guidelines are not complete (as above).
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BEST PRACTICES
This section contains best practices in two areas:
• Prototypical project responsibility matrix or RACI’s 1.
• Leading financial management guiding principles and practices.

1. RACI – Responsible, Accountable, Consulted, Informed.
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RACI – PROJECT RESPONSIBILITY MATRIX

A

R

• Approve functional scope changes

A

R

C

C

• Approve schedule changes

A

C

R

C

• Approve technical design (secure, scalable, robust)

A

C

R

C

R

I

Project Leads

Business
Transformation
and Process
Working
Committee

• Approve scope definition

A – Accountable
R – Responsible
C – Consulted
I – Informed

SRI Steering
Committee

Project
Sponsor

Project Director
– Re-construct

Project should use a clear information sharing and decision making framework, agreed by all stakeholders
and project participants: RACI (Responsible, Accountable, Consulted, Informed) matrix.

Scope and Schedule Management
C

Financial Stewardship
• Manage authorized budget
• Authorize use of contingent funds

A
I

• Authorize progress payments to vendors

A

R

R

C

A

C

R

C

• Increase contingent funds

A

R

C

C

I

• Authorize invoking financial remedies with SI

A

R

C

C

C
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RACI – PROJECT RESPONSIBILITY MATRIX

Project Director
– Re-construct

Project Leads
C

R

C

I

A

C

R

I

A

I

R

I

A

C

R

C

C

C

R

R

Business
Transformation
and Process
Working
Committee

R

Project
Sponsor

A – Accountable
R – Responsible
C – Consulted
I – Informed

SRI Steering
Committee

Project should use a clear information sharing and decision making framework, agreed by all stakeholders
and project participants: RACI (Responsible, Accountable, Consulted, Informed) matrix.

Project Resourcing
• Select / replace external project resources

A

• Select project resources

A

• Manage project resources
Project Management
• Manage project plan execution
• Final solution ‘production ready’

I

Risk and Issue Management
• Own SI contractual terms and overall relationship

A

• Escalate and resolve project risks and issues

A

R
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OTHER LEADING FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT GUIDING PRINCIPLES
Opportunities for Improved Business Processes in Financial Management

As A&M reviewed the current central financial management and Department readiness our observations
and recommendations were based in industry best practices in financial management. While FinMAP
financial improvement objectives are defined the final operating guidelines and financial policies are still
developed.
The following section provides several best practices and financial management guidelines for the City to consider as the FinMAP
and Summit 9.2 project implementation project moves forward. :
• Example of Financial Metrics for Procure to Payment Processes
• Conformance to Governmental Accounting, Auditing and Financial Standards
• Proper Accounting and Allocation of Indirect Costs.
• Guidelines on Fund Accounting and Financial Reporting
• Revenue Control and Management Policies
• General Procurement and Accounts Payables
Materials provided are based published best practices and advisory practices from the Government Finance Offices Association of
the United States and Canada (GFOA, the National Institute of Government Purchasing Association (NIGPA), Journal of
Accountancy and general professional knowledge and experience in public finance and financial management processes.
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OTHER LEADING FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT GUIDING PRINCIPLES
Recommendation on Need for Project Metrics

The City needs core ERP implementation metrics to measure the success and return on investment
from improved financial reporting and business processes. These metrics should be developed to
measure the process improvement and project efficiency.
Example of Key Financial Accounting and Procurement Metrics (Procure to Pay) include:

• Percentage reduction of manually processed
payments

• Days payable outstanding
• Percentage of active suppliers receiving total
category purchasing dollars

• Percentage of invoice line items matched the first time
• Percentage of invoice line items paid on time

• Number of incoming voucher errors:
– Missing or incorrect account coding
– Missing documentation
– Lacking proper approvals

• Number of invoices requiring adjustment after being
input in the system
– Cycle time – number of days
– Invoice date to approval date
– Approval date to receipt by A/P
– Receipt by A/P to payment

• Percentage of purchase orders approved electronically

• Number of invoices received electronically

• Cycle time needed (days) to resolve invoice errors

• Number of payments made electronically

• Percentage of supplier orders delivered on-time

• Number of vendors listed in the vendor master file

• Number of invoices processed

• Number of manually processed A/P checks

– Number of recurring payments
– Number of invoices requiring adjustment

• Number of voided A/P checks

Source: Journal of Accountancy, December 2010.
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OTHER LEADING FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT GUIDING PRINCIPLES
Opportunities for Improved Business Processes – Revenue Control and Management Policies

Since the SRI and FinMap creates the centralization of accounts receivable process for improved fund
management, the City should consider reviewing its internal financial policies and procedures related to
revenue control and management.
In order to ensure sound financial management practices, the City should adopt revenue control and management policies that
establish proper control over all receipts and receivables. Key factors that should be considered in developing a general revenue
control and management policy include:
• Internal controls. Establish controls, and ensure they are
documented and followed. All cash receipts and accounts
receivables should be subject to proper internal controls.
• Accounting practices. All receipts and receivables
should be recorded in accordance with generally accepted
accounting principles (GAAP).
• Billing and collection practices. Accounts receivable
should be updated for services provided in advance of
payment and terms for collection should be
established. Bills should be initiated, recorded in an
accounts receivable system, and generated within an
established timely manner after initial service delivery.
Proper effort should be made to ensure that receivables
are collected in a timely fashion.
• Methods of payment. A policy outlining the acceptable
methods of payment for governments should be
established. This policy should include the method of
access as well as method of payment while promoting
electronic payment mediums when feasible.
Source: GFOA Recommended Practices

• Depositing of received funds. Treasury management
should serve as the primary recipient for all revenue
collection sites. There should be timely recognition and
depositing of revenue collections. Due to the special nature
of funds received from grants, developers, partners and
other entities, governments should consider whether
separate procedures should be established for recording and
depositing these funds.
• Accounts receivable management. All accounts receivable
should be recorded in a manner that allows for subsequent
analysis. After reviewing available collection options,
governments should establish procedures that maximize
collections.
• Budgetary review responsibilities. Revenue collections
and accounts receivable should be monitored in a timely
manner. Both actual and budgeted forecast revenues should
be monitored. Any significant variance between actual and
forecasted revenues should be investigated thoroughly.
• Compliance. Governments should ensure revenue control
and management policies and procedures are in full
compliance with any federal, state, or local laws.
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OTHER LEADING FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT GUIDING PRINCIPLES
Guidelines for Improved Business Processes – Financial Reporting and Accounting

With the migration to a new fund model and the standardized financial management reporting structure
discipline will be needed to ensure that the new accounting and reporting structures are clearly defined in
adopted financial management policies.
Guidelines on Fund Accounting and Financial Reporting
•

“Accounting is the process of assembling, analyzing,
classifying, and recording financial data and necessarily
requires that data be maintained a high level of detail.”

• Common mistakes include inappropriately combining
funds within financial statements, adding complexity to
reporting.

• “Financial reporting, on the other hand, is the process of
providing the information thus assembled, analyzed, classified,
and recorded in a practical, summarized form suitable for
decision makers”.2

• With the enhanced use of fund accounting3 in Summit 9.2,
the City needs to adopt criteria for determining whether a
given fund in its accounting system should be used for
purposes of external financial reporting.

• The effective use of fund accounting requires that funds be
established in a manner suitable for both purposes.

• The application of these criteria to individual funds
should be documented and then periodically reviewed to
take into account changes in circumstances (for example, a
significant decrease in a revenue source reported as a
separate special revenue fund).

• The City needs to ensure that the number of funds
established within SRI (and the related operating systems) to
collect and maintain data should be driven by the needs of
management.
• Best practices prescribe that “the number of funds reported in
external financial reports, on the other hand, should be based
on the needs of financial statement users, who typically need
and desire less detailed data.”
• Separate funds within an accounting system often can and
should be combined to form a single fund for the purposes of
external financial reporting.
Source: GFOA Recommended Practice on Fund Accounting

Footnote References:
1 Governmental

Accounting Standards Board (GASB), Concepts Statement
No. 1, Objectives of Financial Reporting, paragraph 32.
2 Governmental

Accounting, Auditing, and Financial Reporting, page 2.

3 This

guidance is not intended to apply to most governmental units that are
accounted for as stand-alone business-type activities.
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OTHER LEADING FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT GUIDING PRINCIPLES
Opportunities for Improved Business Processes – Financial Reporting and Accounting

Best practices support the need a standardized accounting framework that is considered the “systematic
reporting and recording of assets, liabilities, capital, income and expenditure”. Local governments should
follow the principles and guidelines developed by the Government Accounting Standards Board (GASB).
• Conformance to Governmental Accounting, Auditing and
Financial Standards. Governments should not be satisfied
with issuing only the basic financial statements required by
GAAP, but should instead publish a comprehensive annual
financial report (CAFR). This practice includes:

– Maintaining an accounting system that provides all the
data needed for the timely preparation of financial
statements in conformity with GAAP.

– Issuing timely financial statements for the entire financial
reporting entity in conformity with GAAP as part of a
CAFR.

– Having those financial statements independently audited
in accordance with either GAAP or GAS, as appropriate.

• Proper Accounting and Allocation of Indirect Costs. In
addition to the direct cost of providing services, governments
also incur indirect costs. Such indirect costs include shared
administrative expenses where a Department or agency incurs
costs for support provided to other Departments/agencies (e.g.,
legal, finance, human resources, facilities, maintenance,
technology). Key stakeholders and Departments should be to
be informed on the allocation and methodology used.

– Certain important management objectives can be served
by allocating these indirect costs – measuring the cost of
government services, establishing fees and charges,
charging back the cost of internal services to
Departments/agencies, and requesting reimbursements
under federal and state grants, when allowed.

– A one-size-fits-all approach typically is not possible. GFOA
recommends that the following factors should be
considered in the allocation of indirect costs:

• Who should perform the allocation?
• What factors need to be considered if an external party
is selected to perform the allocation? .

• How often should an externally-executed cost
allocation take place?

• What factors need to be considered if a cost allocation
is performed by the government’s own staff?
Source: GFOA Recommended Practices

• Should the government use an indirect cost allocation
plan or an overhead percentage rate?
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OTHER LEADING FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT GUIDING PRINCIPLES
Opportunities for Improved Business Processes – General Procurement and Accounts Payable

Summit 9.2 will allow the City to expand its opportunities for improved business practices. Based on
industry practices the following financial management practices can expand the City’s procurement
effectiveness.
• Total Cost of Ownership (TCO). Though widely used in
private market procurement, TCO remains underutilized in
government procurement. A large number of agencies still
select suppliers based on price rather than looking at the full
value a supplier can bring in helping them achieve sustainable
and long-term cost savings.
• Strategic sourcing. Strategic sourcing increases an
organization’s buying power and maximizes the leverage it has
with suppliers to reduce cost, enhance quality and improve
supplier diversity. Governments accomplish this by aggregating
demand from all agencies and reducing the number of supplier
(oftentimes to a single supplier).
• Central Receiving and Need to Inspect incoming
purchases. Significant portions of orders received may be
unneeded or unusable – both ultimately increasing costs and
cash out the door. The City should hold suppliers accountable
for providing goods in the right quantity and in good quality.
• Just-in-time purchasing. The City should initiate just-in-time
purchasing for available products, particularly office supplies,
auto parts, and janitorial supplies to reduce or eliminate
warehouse and inventory costs. Many vendors will provide
ordering software that controls the approval process and
allocates the bill according to the organization’s parameters at
no cost.
Source: Government Finance Officers Association (GFOA) and the
National Institute of Government Purchasing Association (NIGPA)

• Supplier Registration and Tracking. While the City is
planning to utilize a uniform supplier tracking system, in
two Departments, it is essential that the application is
expanded across the City. The data analytics and reporting
tools will allow the City to gain more information supplier
registrations and spend.
Case Study: City of Houston
In order to improve its overall inventory management system, the
City of Houston chose to implement the NIGP 11-Digit Code. One
issue the City wanted to address was the lack of visibility into
duplicative and inactive inventory items across the City’s various
inventory locations.
By assigning an 11-digit NIGP Code to the inventory items, the City
was provided a standardized commodity structure for the items for
spend analysis as well as a useful reference of standard
descriptions for the products.
As a result of the project, the City was able to reduce its material
master codes inventory from 88,000 to approximately 20,000. This
reduction in duplicated items and the added visibility into consistent
product numbers and descriptions helped reduced carrying costs
and increased productivity city-wide.
"The NIGP Coding system allows us to improve our inventory
process,” said Calvin Wells, Purchasing Agent for the City of
Houston, “and that is a critical component to materials
management.“

Source: NIGP
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ASSESSMENT INTERVIEW LIST
The A&M engagement spanned a four weeks timeframe during which 46 City and consulting personnel
were interviewed, including representatives of seven City Departments, amounting to nearly 50 hours of
interviews and meetings.
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